PALLS GAS TANDOORS (INDIA)

Invented 30 years back by our chairman Sh. J.S. Pall

1ST GENERATION
J.S. PALL
INVENTOR
CHAIRMAN

2ND GENERATION
MOVINDE SINGH
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
MANAGING DIRECTOR

3RD GENERATION
ANGAD SINGH
EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR

INDIA is known for its "PRIDE in making TANDOORI FOOD" Our introduction to friends and Foreigners and Sweet remembrance and memories of India... that they cherish and carry with them, always, include the word "INDIAN TANDOORI FOOD.

PALLS GAS TANDOORS, making Chicken rolls, Cheese and Potato snacks, Nans, Stuffed Pranthes, Rotis and other snacks...has become a regular talk in India and abroad.

Since about 30 years back, after this Metallic Tandoor was invented by our Chairman Mr. Pall, a constant appreciation of these Tandoors, gave birth to a new word of HONOUR...... yes.......a big honour..........and the people in hotel and food Industries started calling Pall Tandoor............as KING OF TANDOORS of INDIA

"FRIENDS WE HAVE JUSTIFIED THIS PRIDE AND HONOUR TILL TODAY.

Pls contact us at:
Palls Gas Tandoors (India)
Ph: +91 9818087062, +91 9818480069
angad@gastandoor.com | www.gastandoor.com
PALLS GAS TANDOORS

MAKE COOKING EASY
2 MINUTES ASSEMBLY TIME
8-10 MINUTES PRE HEATING TIME

COMPONENTS OF SUPER KING PALLS GAS TANDOOR

TABLE BEING PLACED ON TANDOOR

TANDOOR ASSEMBLED IN 2 MINUTES TIME, WITH COOKING MATERIAL PLACED ON TABLE

TANDOOR IN OPERATION

ROTI & CHICKEN IS READY

FOOD IS READY TO BE SERVED

Pls contact us at:
Palls Gas Tandoors (India)
Ph: +91 9818087062, +91 9818480069
angad@gastandoor.com  |  www.gastandoor.com
The matchless taste of the clay tandoor, plus the unmatched benefits of fuel economy, pollution-free operation and instant cooking!

Modernise & Economise Soldiers Kitchen with Palls Gas Tandoor Working/Workable on Gas, K. Oil Burner, Diesel Burner, Coal or Coke etc.

For ideal Performance
Hotels,
Restaurants,
Canteens, Clubs
Hospitals,
Catering units,
Defence Kitchens
and Cook houses.
For export to
all countries.
For Villages, Jungles,
Mountains, Deserts,
Carvans, Yatras.
For Nan-Bayees in J&K.
For Tent Houses
Renting

DOMESTIC PALLS
GAS TANDOOR
MULTI-PURPOSES

JUMBO MODEL
(BIGGER MOUTH)
46" H X 36" D

SUPER KING TANDOOR
36" H X 36" D

KING TANDOOR
34" H X 30" D

INVENTED IN AMERICA
24 years experience
and research now present a
saturated quality of
performance in 5 models of
PALLS GasTandoors

MEDIUM TANDOOR
31" H X 24" D

These Tandoors (Model 3 to 6)
now work on coal and wood also
(where use of coal and wood is not prohibited).
Also in 10 / 15 minutes pre-heating time only

DELUXE TANDOOR
27" H X 20' D

Pls contact us at:
Palls Gas Tandoors (India)
Ph : +91 9818087062, +91 9818480069
angad@gastandoor.com | www.gastandoor.com